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Apps for the mobile Law Librarian  
What to use, why to use it and how 

 
 
This interactive guide outlines the good, the bad and the ugly about 50 different apps. 
  
This list is in no way the be-all and end-all of lists firstly because new apps are continually 

being released and secondly because this list has been developed within strict economic 
restrictions because to put it simply the author doesn't like paying for apps (Open Access 
for the WIN!!). 

 
The apps covered have been divided into the following topics: 
• Research 
• Productivity 
• Annotation and note-taking 
• Document management  
• News  
• Entertainment 
 
To access the apps select from the tabs below the  
 
Please feel free to post or redistribute this guide how you see fit however please note that all 

derivative works must be attributed to and be published under an Attribution-ShareAlike 
3.0 Unported License. 
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Research Apps - AustLII  

 
 

Name AustLII 

Availability IOS and Android Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Quickly accessing state and federal caselaw and legislation. The app provides you with the same functionality as the website 

specifically: latest unreported decisions from state and federal courts and tribunal, access to the online citator LawCite, indexed 

state and federal legislation. The app allows text access as well as the ability to download to rich text file or pdf.  The app requires 

an internet connection.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good - The AustLII app is the only free app on the market providing such an all encompassing collection of Australian state 

and federal case law and legislation. Despite the lack of ‘competition’ in this space AustLII performs well, providing a clear browse 

structure with two browse options for case law (by year and alphabetical) and one option for legislation (alphabetical).  

The Bad - Using the search function on the app is very much hit and miss. The simple function does not pull a targeted or accurate 

results list rather every single instance of your search term - not ordered by relevance or date is included. A simple option to limit 

by jurisdiction or law type would have gone far in this instance.  

The Ugly – No one can dislike the underdog that much! 

Rating 5/5          

Annotation 



Research Apps - Constitution 
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Name Constitution 

Availability iOS Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Developed by Ben Kremer, this app is a great resource to gain quick access to the Australian Constitution and the key Bills that 

resulted in Australia's eventual legal independence from the United Kingdom such as the Colonial Laws Validity Act and the 

Statute of Westminster.  

Whilst this app isn't available on android many equivalent apps are available from Google Play.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good – The app is a saviour for a first year  law or jurisprudence student because learning this legislative history is 

unavoidable and to have it all together is fantastic.  

The Bad – it doesn't have one, the app promising and delivering what you expect it to. 

The Ugly – Like the bad, this doesn't apply. 

Rating 4/5 



Research Apps – US Congressional Record 
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Name US Congressional Record 

Availability iOS Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Developed by the Library of Congress, the app provides you with access to hansard from the United States Congress back to 1995.  

The app includes the daily digest as well as the most recent edition of the complete daily congressional record, being both house 

and senate hansard. 

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good – Rather than navigating through the often complicated and confusing US Government websites, the Library of 

Congress provides you with quick access to the congressional record.  

The Bad- The sole means of navigating the app is by date, this creates difficulty and potential un-usability for users who are 

unsure as to when a topic/issue was considered.  

The Ugly – The app serves to highlight the severe need for a similar app to exist for Australian federal parliament. 

Rating 3/5 
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Research Apps – World Bank Datafinder 
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Name World Bank Datafinder 

Availability iOS Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

The app provides quick access to the World Banks key data collection. You have the option of accessing the collection by country, 

topic, indicators (such as adolescent fertility rate) or undertaking an advanced query.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good - In addition to the wealth of information available (and very well displayed on the app) the app provides you with a 

great deal of manoeuvrability. Allowing you once viewing country specific data to make side-by-side comparisons with another 

country You can even change the primary country you are viewing from within the results page. 

This flexibility is also conveyed in the dual representation of your query’s in either table or graph format.  

If you’ve ever had to try to navigate the World Bank website you will also know how confusing it can be. Once I discovered this 

app I resolved to never use the website for accessing straight data again...I’m using the app its easy to understand, quick and your 

pretty graph takes seconds to be made. 

The Bad - Its a fairly big app taking up at a minimum just under 200MB and in order to access the most recent data you do need 

an internet connection. 

The Ugly - This app doesn’t have an ugly (secretly I’ve got a little bit of a nerd crush on it) 

Rating 5/5 
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Research Apps – Australian Bureau of Statistics 
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Name Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 

Availability iOS Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

With this app the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) provides you with quick reference to the latest national statistical data. Rather than 

providing you with all the information available on the ABS website, the ABS has been selective in the information it provides through the app, 

specifically: 

- key national indicators including, inter alia, CPI, estimated resident population, average wages, GDP, International Investment Position, Net 

Foreign Debt. 

- the latest census data, and 

- a population clock 

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good - The ABS has been very clever in the information it chooses to provide. The ABS key indicators are clearly displayed providing you 

with the current value/data, the quarterly change and annual change. When using the app remember to check the edit button, there are a 

number of other statistics which you can pull which are not part of the default view. 

  

The Bad - You can’t view the census data at a national level using the app. It only provides you with the option of searching by postcode or your 

current location so if your searching for the stats on an area you are not familiar with you will need to find the regions postcode before 

retrieving the data from the app. If your after the stats for a state or territory your also out of luck. 

  

The Ugly - The location specific nature of the Census data is the only drawback, there’s nothing really ‘ugly’ about the app 

Rating 3.5/5 

Annotation 



Research Apps – IMF eLibrary 
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Name IMF eLibrary 

Availability iOS and Android Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Accessing IMF data and publications quickly and easily. The app allows you to quickly download key IMF publications such as 

International Financial Statistics as well as collating and displaying customised data sets. 

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good - The app has cut away all the news and media that clouds access to the data on the website. In its data menu the app 

provides you with eight clear data options; key IFS indicators, fiscal monitor, reserves, reserves by country, portfolio investment, 

direct investment financial soundness and financial access.  

The Bad – I'm sorry I can't find a bad or an ugly for this app.   

The Ugly - Nada 

Rating 5/5 

Annotation 



Note Taking Apps – PenUltimate 
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Name PenUltimate 

Availability iOS Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Write (not type), draw, sketch and doodle with PenUltimate. This nifty little app allows you to free write on plain, lined or grid 

paper and organise your musings in labeled virtual notebooks. 

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good - Your options are surprising with 10 colours, 3 different pen tip widths, and 3 different types of paper to work on.  

The Bad - The file size. Whilst you can quickly email your notebooks they do take a whack out of your data usage with their file 

size sitting around the 5MB for a small notebook of less than 10 pages.  

The Ugly - Left handers beware to the inevitable frustration experienced when writing on blackboards, whiteboards, and with 

inkpens....smudges and unintended marks. There is a plus-side all the smudges are on the page not your hand.  

Rating 4/5 

Annotation 



Note Taking Apps – My Script Memo 
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Name My Script Memo 

Availability iOS Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Like with PenUltimate, you can write (not type), draw, sketch and doodle with My Script Memo. This free-style notetaking app 

allows you to write on 5 different types of paper with a broad spectrum of colours and pen thicknesses.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good - Your options are well surpass those of PenUltimate with ink options expanded to include the colour spectrum. You can 

also adjust the thickness of the pen with a scroll bar rather than with set options.  

The Bad – The inability to create a notebook makes the app inconvenient if you intend to use it a lot and often. With each page as 

a single file your note repository can quickly get out of control.   

The Ugly – The absence of notebooks on this app is it worst feature. It writes well and easily, it doesn't really have an ugly side.  

Rating 4/5 

Annotation 



Note Taking Apps – Evernote 
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Name Evernote 

Availability IOS and Android Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Ever think of something and send an email to yourself so that you remember it later? Evernote is the email library you don’t have 

to send. You can embed files, take pictures and dictate notes into your Evernote which can then be synched to your computer for 

future reference or just stay on your mobile device. 

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good - There is definitely a place for Evernote at conferences, meetings and workshops with the ability to easily embed 

images, audio and text in a single note.  

The Bad - Your document management capabilities are limited on the app. You can only create folders on the computer.  

The Ugly - Whilst not an ugly point, you wont really get the most out of Evernote unless you have your mobile device synchronized 

with a computer 

Rating 3/5       

Annotation 



Note Taking Apps – Onenote 
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Name Microsoft Onenote 

Availability IOS and Android Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

OneNote provides you with a simple notetaker and to-do list creator. The app enables you  to embed images or create check-box 

lists however it doesn't provide you with recording software.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good – As a simple note creator it works well however with the exception of the check-box functionality it is very much on 

par with your standard text creator such as Apple's Notes.  

The Bad – You are not able to easily collect your notes together into notebooks. Whilst the functionality is advertised I suspect 

access to it is limited the subscribers.  

The Ugly – The only way to free your notes from the app is by email. There is no ability to link to your file server (eg. DropBox) nor 

does it give you the functionality to elect whether your note is included as an attachment to an email, it will only allow you to 

automatically include the note as the plain text within the email.  

Rating 1/5       

Annotation 



Note Taking Apps – Goodreader 
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Name Goodreader 

Availability IOS Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Store, read and mark up files including .pdf, Microsoft Office files, iWork, html, text and image files. Synchronise with your 

DropBox, Skydrive and other file server types to access, including marked up files from multiple devices and computers.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good - How to navigate, access and mark up documents/files is very intuitive 

 

The Bad - It isn’t a document editor!  You can mark up, highlight, post-it your documents, images etc to your hearts content but 

you can’t edit the document. 

 

The Ugly - Personally I’m yet to find one but online reviews warn you do need to have plenty of space on your device, if your 

device doesn’t have my memory/file space the app is liable to freeze.  

Rating 4.5/5       

Annotation 



Note Taking Apps – PDFReader Lite 
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Name PDFReader Lite 

Availability IOS  Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Developed by Kdan Mobile Software, store, read and mark up files including .pdf, Microsoft Office files, iWork, html, text and 

image files. The app also serves as a media player for export to a VGA monitor and projector.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good – A lot more options for editing and marking up your documents including inserting stamps and inputting bookmarks.  

 

The Bad – The usability of the app is incredibly un-intuitive. Compared to Goodreader the app is incredibly difficult to use.  Despite 

the few additional edit options the  time taken to navigate the app undoes any opportunities these options present.  

 

The Ugly – Every time you open the app it requests you to upgrade. This constant request for money lends to questions as to how 

long you are going to have free access to the app and your documents stored in it demands money.  

Rating 4.5/5       

Annotation 



Note Taking Apps – Documents  
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Name Documents 

Availability IOS  Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Developed by Savesoda, the app promotes itself as a document creator. The document creator provides you with limited 

functionality to create text files. What is the hidden feature of the app is its spreadsheet creation functionality. The app provides 

you with the ability to create spreadsheets with the standard formulas you would expect on your traditional spreadsheet 

providers like Microsoft.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good –The ability to create spreadsheets with a surprising amount of editing and customisation functionality including the 

ability to change text and cell colour as well as embed spreadsheets.  

 

The Bad – In no way a deal breaker the app, you aren't able to adjust the column width of your spreadsheet, more annoying than 

bad.   

 

The Ugly – The document creation functionality of the app. Its unclear why this option is even provided by the app, it  doesn't 

provide you with as much functionality as the spreadsheet creator with respect of text editing. If the ability to edit text colour, 

italicise or bold was also offered by the document creator facility of the app the app would be a much more successful, all-

rounder app.  

Rating 4.5/5       

Annotation 



Document Management Apps – Bump 
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Name Bump 

Availability IOS  and Android Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Bump allows you to share your electronic business card, files, music and photos with others. All you need is for both people to  

open up Bump on their smartphone or tablet, select what you want to share and bump the devices together.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good – The quick and easy ability to share your files with others 

 

The Bad – The app requests access to your location services when you first use it. What it does not tell you is that without access 

to these services the app won't work. Your only discovering this when you try and use the app is more annoying than anything.  

 

The Ugly – The app claims to have the ability to Bump files between your mobile device and your computer. I am yet to get this 

functionality to work. This is possibly due to  my unwillingness to 'bump' together harder my two ridiculously expensive pieces of 

technology. 

Rating 4/5       

Annotation 
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Name Quickshare 

Availability IOS Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Bump allows you to share your electronic business card, files, music and photos with others. All you need is for both people to  

open up Bump on their smartphone or tablet, select what you want to share and bump the devices together.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good – The quick and easy ability to share your files with others 

 

The Bad – The app requests access to your location services when you first use it. What it does not tell you is that without access 

to these services the app won't work. Your only discovering this when you try and use the app is more annoying than anything.  

 

The Ugly – The app claims to have the ability to Bump files between your mobile device and your computer. I am yet to get this 

functionality to work. This is possibly due to  my unwillingness to 'bump' together harder my two ridiculously expensive pieces of 

technology. 

Rating 4/5       

Annotation 
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Name Feedly 

Availability IOS and Anroid Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Feedly is an RSS reader with a difference. The RSS reader provides you with a newspaper like view of all your RSS feeds.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good – Clear display and easy access to your RSS feeds. To add to this impressive and intuitive usability, the app allows you to 

easily categorise and organise your feeds.  

 

The Bad – You quickly realise that the app has sacrificed speed for its appearance. There is a considerable and noticeable load 

time which dramatically inhibits your use of the app.  

 

The Ugly – The load time is the only real 'ugly' of the app.  

Rating 4/5       

Annotation 
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Name RSS  

Availability IOS Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Developed by oMoi, RSS is your no frills RSS reader providing you with a simple text only list of your RSS feeds.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good – Clear  and simple functionality of the app, it doesn't provide any of the bells and whistles of Feedly rather providing 

your with a simple text only list of your feeds.  

 

The Bad – The app doesn't exclude image html from display resulting in an often cluttered feed view.   

 

The Ugly – The ad bar at the base of the screen.  

Rating 3/5       

Annotation 



News – Flipboard 
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Name Flipboard 

Availability IOS and Android Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Flipboard is a news and social media aggregator. Flipboard provides you access to free Australian and international news 

providers as well as other specialist websites such as technology, finance and curators in the format of a traditional newspaper.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good – Looking like your traditional newspaper the app provides you with a one stop shop for all your news and feature 

websites. The app also provides you with suggestions as well as an embedded browser to discover new news to add to your 

Flipboard. 

 

The Bad and the Ugly – The app doesn't have a bad side providing you with an easy to use, fast news service.  

Rating 4.5/5       

Annotation 



Entertainment – Facebook 
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Name Facebook 

Availability IOS and Android Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Gain access to your favourite social networking site with the Facebook app. The app provides you with the same features as the 

traditional website including instant messaging, groups, the ability to browse/find friends, create and manage events. The app 

also interacts with a number of your other apps including Spotify and Pintrest 

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good – The app allows you to integrate your email and/or phone contacts with your Facebook friends and communicate with 

them either via the internet or text and for Facebook to keep a record of this conversation. 

 

The Bad and the Ugly – The app doesn't have a really have a bad or ugly side providing you with what you would expect from the 

web version of the social networking product. The fact that they haven't taken the opportunity to latch on to any of the 

opportunities presented by the new medium is a little disappointing.  

Rating 3.5/5       

Annotation 



Entertainment – Twitter 
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Name Twitter 

Availability IOS and Android Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

The Twitter app provides you with direct access to the tweetsphere. The app enables you to communicate with your followers, 

view the trending conversations and discover new people to follow.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good – The app provides you with exactly the same functionality and features as the web version. When you download the 

app you a guaranteed to get the functionality that you are familiar with.  

 

The Bad and the Ugly – The app doesn't have a bad side providing you with the features and functionality you would expect. This 

is a tad disappointing for like with the Facebook app there is a missed opportunity to expand or develop upon the web-focused 

features of the social networking product.  

Rating 3.5/5       

Annotation 
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Name Pocket 

Availability IOS and Android Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

The Pocket app allows you to 'save for later' any material on the internet. The app synchronises between your smart phone, tablet 

and computer to provide you with fast and easy to access to the news, articles, web pages you have pocketed  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good – The developers of the app have taken special care to ensure that you can easily 'pocket' anything on the web. They 

have done this by providing users with the following options; copy and paste URL, email URL or integrate Pocket with the other 

apps on your tablet. These different options provide fantastic flexibility to the user.  

 

The Bad and the Ugly – The app doesn't have a bad side providing you with an easy to use 'save for later service. One thing to note 

when using the product is that it doesn't take a snapshot of the whole website, only that individual flat page. As such if you are 

looking to save something that runs over multiple web pages you will need to save each page.  

Rating 4/5       

Annotation 
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Name Pintrest 

Availability IOS and Android Cost Free 

What you can use it for 

Like something? Pin it! Pintrest provides you with the ability to collect all those neat little things you find on the internet on virtual 

clipboards.  

The good, the bad and the ugly 

The Good – Browse through other peoples boards, follow peoples pins and quickly add new pins using the embedded widgets and 

search the embedded browser.  

 

The Bad and the Ugly – The app doesn't have a bad side providing you with an easy to use, 'save for later' service.  

Rating 4.5/5       

Annotation 


